Introduction

Language and vision research has attracted great attention from both natural language processing (NLP) and computer vision (CV) researchers. Gradually, this area is shifting from passive perception, templated language and synthetic imagery or environments to active perception, natural language and real-world environments. Thus far, few workshops on language and vision research have been organized by groups from the NLP community. This year, we are organizing the second workshop on Advances in Language and Vision Research (ALVR) in order to promote the frontier of language and vision research and bring interested researchers together to discuss how to best tackle real-world problems in this area.

This workshop covers (but is not limited to) the following topics:

- New tasks and datasets that provide real-world solutions in the intersection of NLP and CV;
- Language-guided interaction with the real world, e.g. navigation via instruction following or dialogue;
- External knowledge integration in visual and language understanding;
- Visually grounded multilingual study, e.g. multimodal machine translation;
- Fairness in multimodal machine learning;
- Shortcoming of existing language and vision tasks and datasets;
- Benefits of using multimodal learning in downstream NLP tasks;
- Self-supervised representation learning in language and vision;
- Transfer learning (including few/zero-shot learning) and domain adaptation;
- Cross-modal learning beyond image understanding, such as videos and audios;
- Multidisciplinary study that may involve linguistics, cognitive science, robotics, etc.

The details of our workshop can be found at https://alvr-workshop.github.io/.

Proceedings of the ALVR workshop from previous years can be found on ACL Anthology: https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/venues/alvr/
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